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Chapter 12

PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN HUMANS
Arturo Solís Herrera, María del Carmen Arias Esparza
and Martha Patricia Solís Arias
Human Photosynthesis Study Center, Aguascalientes, México

ABSTRACT
According to established knowledge, only 0.1% of the total light energy (visible and
invisible) that reaches the surface of our planet earth is transformed into free chemical
energy through the chlorophyll molecule. If only the human knew he had the ability to
dissociate the molecule of water,and do it irreversibly. With this small fraction the food
chain is initiated. Explaining the existing biomass based only on photosynthesis in plants
requires the acceptance of dogmas such as the source of human energy is glucose or the
ability of the eukaryotic cell to amplify the ATP; concepts that although they are widely
accepted cannot be explained rationally. Hence our discovery of the intrinsic capacity of
the melanin molecule to dissociate and re-form the water molecule involves a conceptual
revolution of biblical proportions. It explains and demonstrates that photosynthesis exists
in humans and therefore in mammals, and in each and every living entity where melanin
is present. Its primary function is the production of free chemical energy from photonic
energy, a behavior unique in nature.

Keywords: Melanin, chlorophyll, Energy, water dissociation, hydrogen, photosynthesis,
humans

INTRODUCTION
The word photosynthesis means building or implementing something and using it for
force or energy that contains light. On the other hand no one knows what energy is; we do not
know if it is a point, a line, a wave, or a particle. We only know that it is inseparable from
mass and is anything that causes a change, whatever it could be. By far the best known
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example to date occurs in the plant leaves, where chlorophyll, in the presence of purple and
red light, i.e., the ends of the visible light, and water, is capable of dissociating this and
generating hydrogen and oxygen molecules. Although the idea was glimpsed by Priestley,
Lavoisier and others about 350 years ago, it is not understood that what a leaf of a plant can
do at room temperature would,require a laboratory process to heat water to 2000°C,.
The initial reaction in the plant leaves can be outlined as follows:
2H2O → 2H2 + O2
We use the term initial reaction because the word photosynthesis, by convention,
described the entire process by which the plant merges the CO2 with water to form glucose,
which is not fully understood, the molecular dissociation of water is indispensable.
The reason that the dissociation of the water molecule is so essential, is because the plant
leaf is transducing light energy (photonic) in free chemical energy, which is essential to drive
every one of the chemical reactions, which, as a whole, make up what we call life. The true
valuable product of the dissociation of water is diatomic hydrogen, with no oxygen, since
hydrogen is the quintessential carrier of energy in the entire universe. Furthermore, oxygen is
toxic at any concentration, so the plant leaf expels it to the atmosphere.
The dissociation of the water molecule happens in the chlorophyll of leaves of plants. It is
considered the most important chemical reaction in the world because it is the beginning of
the food chain. The transduction process of light energy into chemical energy through free
dissociation of water is essential, otherwise neither the plant nor the seed will hatch. Hence
the expression ‗without water there is no life‘.
An important observation is that despite the relatively well known formula, chlorophyll
has not been synthesized, so, in order to experiment with it, it is necessary to remove it from
the leaf, but after 20 seconds the water molecule does not dissociate more. The explanation is
not known, therefore it is said that chlorophyll can transform the light energy (photonic) end
of the visible spectrum in free chemical energy, so it needs to be within a living entity.
Therefore, chlorophyll cannot explain the origin of life because first there was life and then
there was chlorophyll.

CAN HUMANS CREATE PHOTOSYNTHESIS?
This was a question that rarely arose; it was a dogma that seemed to admit no doubt.
Since dogma tells us that the energy source of the human eukaryotic cell is glucose, it should
not be thought otherwise, and cellular metabolic processes were considered perfectly studied
by a significant number of scholars. But in 1990, during an observational descriptive about
the three leading causes of blindness; initiated because they are the same three causes around
the world for sixty years or more (glaucoma, diabetic retinopathy and age-related macular
degeneration age), this indicates that available treatments are not working. Here we begin to
find the first signs.
Our working hypothesis at that time (1990) was based on the fact that the metabolic
needs of the tissues are filled by the blood vessels. If you were studying the tiny blood vessels
in the optic nerve, whose diameter in humans is 1200 microns or about twelve human hairs
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together, eventually we may find early pathology data to enable us to establish early treatment
(Figure 1).
In that study, from 1990-2002, we examined about 6000 patients, whose studies retain the
date. To perform the study, we used fundus cameras with some modifications, in order to
highlight details that were of interest to us. We also used computer programs for image
analysis as well as mathematical models to collect data from patients as well as to analyze our
results.
The optic nerve magnifications we required were achieved in a relatively short time
(Figure 2), and anatomical details of the vascular endothelial cells were sufficiently clear for
the purposes we pursued. But with these magnifications the optic nerve, the ubiquity of
melanin began to attract our attention. Virtually all six thousand patients who were then
studied had melanin around or near the optic nerve (Figure 3). The question emerged
spontaneously: why does nature place melanin, considered a simple sunscreen, protect us
(theoretically) from UV rays in an anatomical structure that is 2.5 cm deep inside the eye?
It has been known for decades, perhaps centuries, that the inside of the eye is fully
upholstered in melanin. However, physiology books explained it by arguing that its purpose
was to absorb excess light coming into the eye, so that it avoided reflection into the eyeball
and would have better image quality.
The presence of melanin goes unnoticed because the area where the tissue is located,
called the choroidal layer, takes its name from the Greek choroid, which means the color
grape because of its high content of melanin, 40% more than in the skin. The choroidal layer
is located below the retina. But by using high-resolution digital images in the study of the
optic nerve, the omnipresence of melanin strongly demands attention (Figure 4).
By keeping a digital photographic record of each patient, we noticed some inaccuracies
that appear in the books of Ophthalmology. For example it says that the melanin found within
the eyeball never changes, i.e., supposedly the same amount from when we are born until we
die, but pictures showed us something completely different. In some patients, the amount of
melanin visible with our methods changes from one year to another, which contradicted the
old concept. The digital manipulation of fundus images constituted a key part of the study that
finally allowed us to discover the intrinsic property of melanin to dissociate and re-form the
water molecule (Figure 5).

Figure 1. Photographs of right fundus of a normal patient, which can be seen clearly enough. Retinal
vessels, which appear to converge in the optic nerve. To the left of the picture we can observe a small
rounded area, named the macula by Leonardo Da Vinci, which is the area of maximum visual acuity.
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Figure 2. The analysis and digital processing of the captured images of the optic nerve in the living
patient allowed us to study some important details about the anatomical characteristics of vascular
endothelial cells that form the optic nerve blood vessels.

Figure 3. The uptake of fundus images in the living patient with high-resolution digital cameras allowed
us to study much more clearly several interesting characteristics of the optic nerve vasculature and its
surroundings. In the case of these images, note that by digitally processing them, very fine details can
be observed, such as the high density of retinal capillaries. If you do not use image management
programs they go unnoticed. In this patient we see a small patch of melanin in the meridian of the three.
But we see a more or less extensive area of loss of melanin that is in the meridian of the twelve to six.
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Figure 4. Left eye optic nerve of a living patient. Melanin is usually more noticeable in the temporal
region of the optic nerve; such findings are considered embryonic remnants in the treaties of
Ophthalmology. But we learned through the digital record that this is not so, as the amount of melanin
can change, i.e., increase or decrease depending on the circumstances. We can say that the amount of
melanin present in a given time is changing, is a multifactorial dynamic process.

Figure 5. The image in Figure 4 at higher magnification allows us to observe in detail the presence of
melanin in the edge of the optic nerve, extending the meridian from one to four. The photograph was
taken using a polychromatic light source (400 to 700 nm), which is a source that emits all wavelengths
of the visible spectrum.
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Figure 6. This photograph of the left optic nerve, the same as figure 5, was taken using a cobalt blue
filter, which works in the region of 390 nm to 410 nm. As expected some details of tissue change
markedly, others not so, but it maintains its dark area since it absorbs all wavelengths, which
corresponds to the area where the melanin is present, namely: on the right edge of the optic nerve and
meridian is one to four. The name melanin comes from the Greek melanos: dark.

Figure 7. This photograph was taken with a light of roughly 520-570 nanometers. The details of the
tissues are changed again, but the dark zone corresponding to the melanin remains unchanged.
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Unlike chlorophyll, which absorbs only the ends of the visible spectrum, blue and red
(400-700 nm), melanin has the amazing ability to absorb all visible and invisible
wavelengths, i.e., from the waves of radio (106 cm) to cosmic rays (10-12 cm).
We can say that melanin can absorb any type of energy and is able to dissipate it in a
unique way: by dissociation of water molecule. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show, in a simple manner,
that melanin absorbs all wavelengths. Despite being illuminated with different wavelengths,
the melanin always looks dark. Melanin is the darkest known substance.

Figure 8. Axons that leave the ganglion cell layer of the retina are directed towards the optic chiasm,
but they are wrapped all the way from a layer of fibrous tissue very similar to the sclera, which are
indeed extensions of this, and continue along the optic nerve until it reaches the optic chiasm, where
they vanish. We assume that these tubules of fibrous tissue protect the delicate optic nerve axons of
intense eyeball movement as well as the damage that might cause the different movement inertia
between the optic nerve and the eyeball. We could say that the lamina cribrosa sclerae is continued in
the same manner starting in the eye up to the chiasm, where it disappears, providing structural support
to the bundles of axons arising from the layer of retinal ganglion cells; so the concept of lamina cribrosa
formation should change to sclera-chiasmatic support structure. (After the Greek letter ―X‖ chi).
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Figure 9. Composition of 4 images of the same left optic nerve of a living patient. The different
wavelengths allow us to better compare the subtle anatomical differences that we are showing: the
functional and anatomical status of the same optic nerve and surrounding tissues. As appears in this
case where the meridian of 10 to 5 shows a zone of lower functionality, inferred by the characteristics
of the tissue located between the crescent of melanin and the edge of the optic nerve.

Figure 10. It seems that melanin is formed in the temporal edge as it advances in age, and after a while,
it begin to move away from said edge, which in some cases means an impairment in the function of the
tissue structure involved. The case illustrated in these images corresponds to glaucomatous optic
neuropathy, where you can see the loss of optic nerve substance, i.e., axons and supporting tissue (glia).
The digital image analysis allows determining more appropriate tissue changes, and it is observed that
the tissues adjacent to the edge of the optic nerve are also affected as they demonstrate changes in
coloration, which are usually more homogeneous.
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Melanin
Melanin is ubiquitous in nature, being found in most organisms, in all biological
kingdoms. Its role has not been understood so far. So the discovery of its intrinsic ability to
dissociate and re-form the water molecule and therefore in a unique way transduce light
energy (photonic) of the entire electromagnetic spectrum, transforming it into free chemical
energy, which is essential as an energy supply for eukaryotic cells. This breaks new ground in
several areas of knowledge, not only in biology and medicine.
The unexpected capacity of melanin to dissociate and re-form the water molecule Solis
(2013) can be represented as follows:
2H2O ↔ 2H2 + O2 + 4eThe similarity of the reaction with the very first reaction of photosynthesis in plants was
the reason the process is called human photosynthesis, so this term is used in a totally
descriptive way.

Figure 11. As we advance in age, the melanin line of figure resembling a half-moon moves away from
the edge of the optic nerve, and the tissue that lies between the line of melanin and the edge of the left
optic nerve is scarce of vitality and therefore decreases functionality in varying degrees.

Photosynthesis in humans is more efficient than in the leaves of plants, because in them,
the chlorophyll molecule irreversibly dissociates water and only in the presence of visible
light. But our photosystem, consisting of Light / Melanin / Water in order of abundance in the
universe, is not only able to dissociate the water molecule in the presence of visible and
invisible light, but it does so in a reversible manner; it also has the amazing ability to re-form
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it, producing four high-energy electrons for every two molecules of water that are
reconstituted.
Therefore we can infer that nature developed a self-sustainable fuelcell, or in other
words, nature is a fuel cell capable of generating its own hydrogen, so it is capable of
operating for hundreds of years. Do not forget that melanin is the most stable substance
known; it is found in good condition in fossilized squid ink sacks that died 180 million years
ago (Goldsmith, 1981).
The formula of melanin is not known. We can say that it could be found despite the
current technological advances, as any form of energy that is applied to this molecule
(melanin) will be absorbed in its entirety and not return anything, which is also unique
behavior. The rest of the known molecules absorb certain wavelengths of light, the melanin
absorbs all alone, and then emits a characteristic signal that can be identified by some
physical or chemical method.
When melanins are isolated from living tissue, they produce an insoluble and amorphous
mud that defies analysis by classical techniques (Hill, 1992). In 1972 it was said that melanin
was capable of transducing a type of energy into another. It was published that it transformed
the light into electrical energy and heat (Crippa et.al., 1989). However the mechanism of
production of electricity is explained differently and much less accurately than the concept
that light melanin is also transformed into heat, as is the case with almost all known
molecules.

Figure 12. This composition of 4 images shows the results of the application of a laser in a patient with
diabetes mellitus, the second leading cause of blindness worldwide. The dark spots are the result of the
laser application, which is an example of electromagnetic radiation used therapeutically. The dark areas
reflect increased melanin synthesis targeted to areas where the tissue was treated with such
electromagnetic radiation. It is an observed fact that electromagnetic radiation induces the synthesis of
melanin, and the explanation, previously unknown, is the increased availability of photonic energy; the
cell or any living entity responds by increasing its ability to uptake this energy in order to transform it
into free chemical energy, and one of the main components of such adaptation, and certainly not the
only, is an increased amount of melanin.
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Our finding of the previously unknown intrinsic property of melanin to dissociate and reform the water molecule answers questions such as:



What is the exact nature of the energy dissipation process and photodynamic?
What causes the dramatic change in eumelanin electrical conductivity with
hydration? (Meredith and Sarna, 2006).

That many different forms of energy are absorbed by melanin and dissipated as heat is a
misconception about the dissipation of energy absorbed, which has remained for decades,
because melanin is intractable in the laboratory.
Perhaps the difference in the findings between us and researchers who have studied
melanin for years is circumstantial. We studied the melanin in one of its many natural states,
which allowed us to observe the reactions of cells and tissues surrounding the presence of the
pigment.

SOME EXAMPLES OF HOW THE ANATOMY AND FUNCTION OF THE
OPTIC NERVE AND SURROUNDING TISSUES CHANGES ACCORDING
TO THE ACTIVITY AND AMOUNT OF MELANIN PRESENT
Since there was no ability to explain the main function of melanin in the human eye and
therefore not in the body, pigmentary changes were always interpreted as secondary to
primary changes in the other tissues, either the optic nerve, retina, the macula or choroid.
Melanin tends to approach and to surround the sources of energy, and possibly intense
eyeball movement whose inertia causes an even more intense optic nerve movement, which is
visible by ultrasound, in addition to other anatomical and physiological factors, which may
explain the abiding presence of melanin around the optic nerve, especially in the right
temporal region (Figure 8). You can describe the area of junction between the optic nerve and
the eyeball as a region which converges the different inertia and traction vectors from both
the optic nerve and those generated by the movement of the eyeball.
In areas where traction between tissues is intense, the synthesis of melanin is more
dynamic, more mobile throughout life, as the temporal region of the optic nerve edge (Figure
9), whereas fewer retinal vessels that provide support to the structure together, reflect the
higher intensity of the different inertias each converging at one point among tissues that make
up the area. Two optic nerves or even equal distribution of identical melanin, even between
the two eyes of the same patient, will always have at least tiny differences (Figure 10).
So far it has been considered that pigmentary changes are secondary to primary changes
in other tissues such as the retina or their axons, but the discovery of the intrinsic property of
melanin to dissociate and re-form the water molecule breaks the paradigm, given the critical
importance of energy in cell biology, then pigmentary changes are initial and other tissue
changes are secondary (Figure 11).
It is an observed fact that electromagnetic radiation activates the synthesis of melanin,
and this is in all body tissues, so the retina is no exception. It empirically takes place, even
without understanding why, including whether the therapeutic aims pursued are different. For
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example, it is thought to close choroidal vessels can be without consequences for the
functioning of the eye and retina, a concept that is far from reality (Figure 12).
To date there is no explanation for the very limited beneficial effects observed in the
retina of diabetic patients in whom laser photocoagulation is applied.
Initially it was to induce the formation of scars; it is a very old observation that patients
with less retinopathy developed chorioretinal scars than healthy eyes, so that at first it was the
end. After it was suggested that it was actually the destruction of the photoreceptors that
appeared to improve the appearance of the retina and decreased oxygen demand. The closure
of the abnormal vessels is another therapeutic purpose of photocoagulation, although this
could be achieved without laser energy applied directly to the vessels. The application of laser
to the retina has been used extensively and intensively in several countries as a treatment to
try to halt the progression of diabetic retinopathy. But although it has been used since 1970
and increasingly, the statistics still show that the incidence and prevalence of diabetic
retinopathy remains the second leading cause of blindness in the world to date.
Invariably pigmentary changes accompany the retinal diseases, and now we know that it
precedes them (Figure 13). Since the last century, or perhaps since the invention of the direct
ophthalmoscope in 1851 by Helmholzt, pigmentary changes that were observed in the eye
were considered to be an entirely secondary effect, unimportant. Melanin has always been
relegated to only a biological role attributed to him and the absorption of UV rays. With the
discovery of its role as a source of free chemical energy, concepts changed radically thereby
the pigmentary changes are initial, key and then follow the rest.

Figure 13. The composition shows changes in both the optic nerve and in the surrounding tissues. The
image is very different from the other examples, because the pigment in this case seems to have
disappeared entirely in the right side of the optic nerve, so the sclera, with its characteristic white color;
is clearly visible and on the left side of the picture, the distribution of the pigment and choroidal blood
vessels anatomical characteristics do not show the homogeneity that is a feature of a healthy tissue.
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Figure 14. In this three photographs we see that pigmentary composition changes are not unique to the
region of the optic nerve and therefore the macular area is no exception. In this case pigmentary
changes are seen around the macula, a structure that represents the area of greatest definition of the
image. The amplification can be observed in round spots, which appear to surround the bottom of the
macula, called umbo.

Melanin can be found in almost all tissues of the eye and the human body in general, the
amount being dependent on the location and function. Changes in its distribution,
homogeneity, and relation amount changes with nearby structures in the case of disease
(Figure 14).
Now we think that pigmentary changes are at initio, thereafter changes were seen in the
surrounding tissues, which were the result of the alteration in the levels of free chemical
energy that emanates from the melanin. If pigmentary changes, which probably reflect
changes in the levels of human photosynthesis are too long or tend to increase, it will then add
anatomical and functional changes of the affected tissues (Figure 15)
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Figure 15. The composition of four photographs showing the changes that can happen to the optic nerve
and surrounding tissues when the photonic energy transduction in free chemical energy has not been
adequate since gestation. It can be seen that the optic nerve head shows an abnormal inclination, it
seems to look down, and the usual pigment changes in the affected area are present. On the other hand
the characteristics of choroidal vessels visible in these photographs are not usual. These changes are
habitual present at birth, to infer low levels of free energy within the uterus.

Figure 16. Melanin releases the free chemical energy symmetrically in all directions, like increasing
energy fields that are gradually spreading and alternating nature, i.e., a sphere will contain diatomic
Hydrogen and Oxygen, the result of the dissociation of water, and the next sphere and the previous will
contain re-formed water and high-energy electrons. The reaction is not symmetrical over time, because
as any chemical reaction depends on the concentration of the reactants, temperature, pressure, humidity,
the amount of light, and other factors which may be known or not.
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Melanin seen from Different Distances
Melanin is an amorphous substance, able to absorb any type of energy. Its formula is not
known, its biological function was unexpected because it was thought that was as stable as
any role could have. But the intrinsic property of melanin to dissociate and re-form the water
molecule now placed in the foreground of biomolecules, fills the requirements to be
considered the origin of life. Its appearance is fascinating (Figure 17).

Figure 17. Photograph of melanin taken in our laboratory of the Center for the Study of Human
Photosynthesis in Aguascalientes, Mexico, at the distance of 25 cm (Solis-Herrera, 2013).

Figure 18. The appearance of melanin at a distance of less than 10 cm (Solis Herrera 2013).
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The Melanin in Different Biological Kingdoms
Melanin has a remarkably steady behavior inside and outside the eukaryotic cell. We
think that its function is the same wherever you are and that it is the photonic energy
transduction into free chemical energy.
It is observed that melanin tends to approach energy sources, and if they reach them tends
to go around. It is therefore not surprising that optimal uptake of photonic or light energy is
what seems to guide its distribution in any form of life, for example in the cuticles of insects.
(Figure 21)

Figure 19. Photographs of melanin taken through a light microscope is therefore a distance of less than
one inch. Observe the color of melanin (Solis Herrera, 2013).

Figure 20. Melanin hundreds of light years away and the color is the same. Melanin forms large galaxysized mass in stellar space. (Source of photography: www.nasa.gov/).
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This organization is repeated in different kingdoms described in biology, i.e., melanin is
mainly found within the outer edge of the living being, but their presence is also required in
each and every one of the cells that comprise it, although its amount, orientation of the
molecule, granule size, combination with metals, etc., depends on its location and function
(Figure 22).

Figure 21. The outer layer of the arthropod, in this case a scorpion, is completely impregnated with
melanin, which is logical because of how the insect captured the photonic energy present in the
environment in a more efficient way, transforming it into free chemical energy that is used within the
arthropod body. The schematic representation of the scorpion bio-system is an oval-like shape, where
the melanin is present mainly in the cuticle, and the interior is represented by a light brown color given
hemoglobin containing copper as prosthetic group.

Figure 22. In fish we also observe the usual distribution of melanin, surrounding the whole fish,
allowing for optimal absorption of electromagnetic radiation that eventually will be transformed into
free chemical energy, the real source of energy for the living entities. Just think that if the energy source
was glucose, diabetics then would fly. The oval represents the organization of the fish, where a
significant amount of melanin is part of the outer edge and the interior is a pink color representing fish
hemoglobin that contains iron as prosthetic group.
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Figure 23. Photograph of the head of a common mosquito (Culexpipiens) where it is seen that the
amount of melanin is higher than the rest of the body, as is usual, and in the circle that represents the
bio-system we have the melanin located primarily at the interface between the environment and the
biological system, in this case the eye and its interior are represented by the color blue that symbolizes
water. In general terms the eyes of a living thing contain a high amount of water, in some cases close to
97%.

Figure 24. In man the disposition of melanin is similar to other living things, as the pigment is found
mainly in the skin, but also in each and every one of the 100 trillion cells that make up the human body.
So the diagram showing the organization of human tissues, we have melanin, which is an indispensable
part of the interface between the environment and inside the body, much like the previous examples,
and the interior is represented in pink because human hemoglobin contains iron as prosthetic group.
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Since melanin is such a stable molecule (millions of years) and has a massive nature,
because its molecular weight is estimated at a million Daltons; the fact that melanin is part of
the interface between the environment and the living entity represents many advantages,
besides the primary, which is the uptake of light energy and its subsequent transformation
into free chemical energy.
The eye differs in different biological kingdoms on issues such as form, organization,
maybe location, motility, including the anatomy and arrangement of the photoreceptors. But
what does not change is that in each and every one of them melanin is omnipresent
(Figure 23).

Hemoglobin Is to the Animal Kingdom what Chlorophyll Is to the Plant
Kingdom
In 1930 Hans Fischer described heme as the compound that makes blood red and grass
green. If the red blood and the green of the plants come from closely related compounds,
called the heme group, we could also expect that they had similar functions within living
organisms found. We could also expect that the main function of the heme group is the
irreversible dissociation of the molecule of water to produce hydrogen diatomic and diatomic
oxygen and therefore free chemical energy production is consistent with what we observe in
nature.
The differences between the hemoglobin of mammals, plant chlorophyll and the hemolymph of arthropods mainly contain the prosthetic group and the structure that supports them
(Figures 25, 26 and 27).

Figure 25. The prosthetic group in hemoglobin is the Fe2 +, the structure that supports and
complements its function is globin.
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Figure 26. Hemocyanin of arthropods blood containing Cu-2 as a prosthetic group, as chlorophyll and
hemoglobin is capable of irreversibly dissociated in the water molecule.

Figure 27. The prosthetic group of chlorophyll is Mg2 +, and polar tail supports it.
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Figure 28. Melanin´s distribution seems to recur in different forms of life on earth, as it forms the
interface between the organism and the environment, surrounding the former in its entirety. And like in
other kingdoms, melanin is not only found in the cortex, but also in the interior.

Figure 29. Dragon fruit seeds, with a stem that supports but also communicates with the rest of the
internal structure. Melanin content is obvious.

Melanin Is to the Animal Kingdom that Lignin Is to the Vegetable Kingdom
(Solis et al., 2012)
Melanin is also found in the plant kingdom, although it is called lignin, and is located in
the trunk, but regardless of the name, it is a dark substance whose formula is also unknown,
as is melanin, and also follows the distribution found in other biological entities, thus
surrounding the entire structure, also forming the interface between the environment and the
living entity (Figure 28).
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The intrinsic property of melanin to dissociate and re-form the water molecule explains,
among other things, the mystery of why seed needs water to hatch. Observation of nature
finds that melanin is often contained within them (Figure 29).
The ability of melanin to dissociate the water molecule, explains in a simple way the
mystery of how seeds know when there is enough rain to hatch, because when the amount of
water is small, the free chemical energy produced will be small and not enough to jump-start
the biochemical reactions that together produce germination (Solis, 2013).
The levels of free chemical energy are required to be present within an appropriate range
so that the necessary chemical reactions can propel the way (Figure 30).
So in humans, melanin dissociates and re-forms the water molecule, and blood
hemoglobin dissociates it irreversibly; whereas in plants, the leaf´s chlorophyll irreversibly
dissociates the water molecule, but the melanin in the trunk, despite being called lignin,
dissociates and reforms the water molecule thereby producing free chemical energy. One
might say that the reason that the melanin forms the dark universal wrapper is now
understood as the melanin tends to approach energy sources.
We conclude that the photosystem composed of Light/ Melanin/ Water, arranged in order
of abundance in the Universe, is the source of all life, and certainly not just on planet earth.

Figure 30. Kiwi seeds observed with a magnification of 20 X. The presence of melanin is
unobjectionable. The free chemical energy required for flowering depends on the amount of liquid
water and light present. We can say that each and every one of the chemical reactions required for
germination, depend entirely of free chemical energy from the dissociation of the water molecule and
its re-formation.

The Biological Event Led to a Test Tube
Transducing light energy into chemical energy freely opens the possibility of many
applications. With chlorophyll this has not been achieved; in the last 20 seconds of extraction
from the leaf, chlorophyll splitting water stops. Preventing the inactivation of chlorophyll is a
challenge that cannot be overcome. Not so with the melanin. In 2006, it was the first time we
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could replicate the biological event in the test tube. The result was amazing for us although it
was expected, given the extraordinary stability of the molecule of melanin, as the first LED
bulb that could ignite, and continue on until date, day and night (Solis et al., 2010). The
melanin to dissociate and re-form water works as a fuel cell that produces its own hydrogen,
so that it breaks ground in the area of sustainable energies. In our laboratory we have
continued working with energy and developing the process, and achieved solid state in 2009
(Figure 31).

Figure 31. Solid State Batteries constructed of melanin. They have shown good stability and their
ability to work has been increasing based on experimentation and continuous work.

Figure 32. Photographs taken in our laboratory in 2010, where we see that the flow of energy is suitable
for some small applications.
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At present we can move a small engine (Figure 32), which shows that with tenacity it can
move forward. When the first battery was built it could only achieve 40 millivolts of output,
now, on average, each battery produces 1.2 volts on average.
The search for clean, efficient, self-sustaining energy, that can be applied on a large scale
without destroying or warming the planet, seems to have come to an end with the discovery
of photosynthesis in humans.
The scientific basis is already given. The following is the technological development,
which of course is not without challenges, but there is no doubt that the intrinsic property of
melanin to dissociate and re-form the water molecule is a totally new form of energy.
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